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FROM THE DIRECTOR’S DESK
Welcome to our December 2020 Edition of AXIS Newsletter.
It has been a busy and unusual year for manufacturing here and abroad, and I remain
impressed with the diligence and high levels of motivation shown by our team as they finish
out the year. Everyone has developed greater agility and flexibility in the face of COVID-19
health and safety requirements, as we confront and pivot to unexcepted and fluid situations.
The COVID-19 crisis has been a difficult time for all of us, but we are really hopeful our borders
can reopen safely as we prepare to connect with family and friends, and get back to business
as we knew it.
This month, we feature one of ASA’s innovative clients, Laminex Australia, whose story clearly
highlights how fast-paced adoption of advanced robotics to meet new business opportunities
is paramount to success in a rapidly evolving landscape.
In this edition, we are also excited to feature the first article from Michael Boonzaayer, who has
delved into the topic of whether robots are really taking our jobs with the widespread adoption
of robotics in manufacturing.
We move the technology spotlight onto the FANUC R-2000/210R and 270F robots, and their
benefits in payload and application reach.
We also interview Andy Kirkham, as we recognize our most important point of differentiation
- our people. It would be remiss of me not to thank AMTIL, Australia’s peak manufacturing
industry body, who held their held the first online annual general meeting (AGM) on 27
October, where I was honoured to be appointed to their Board.
We trust you will enjoy this edition of Axis, which we will share across social media platforms. If
you haven’t already, be sure to follow us on Facebook and LinkedIn for even more informative
articles, plus the latest industry news.
We always welcome your feedback as we strive to be your integrator of choice. Thank you
for choosing to partner with us, and we look forward to keeping you updated on the latest
advancements in automation, while servicing your needs, now and into the future.
Pat Green, Director

AMTIL GENERAL MEETING
AMTIL held its annual general
meeting (AGM) on 27 October,
with the event taking place
online for the first time.
The decision to hold the AGM online had
been in response to the COVID-19 pandemic,
but it also allowed the participation of
members from much further afield, with
around 90 AMTIL members logging in from
across Australia.
Thank you to AMTIL for welcoming me
as a new member to its Board. It is a
privilege to have the opportunity to play
a leadership role in an industry I am
deeply passionate about, with a team who
I know are committed to its growth and
development.

I would like to acknowledge the service of
Paul Fowler of Dimac Tooling, who stepped
down after 12 years on the Board, including
a term as President from 2012 to 2019.
Congratulations Paul on your well-earned

“... I have seen firsthand the
importance of what AMTIL does
for its members.”

recognition as a life member of AMTIL.
Having spent many decades working closely
alongside Australian manufacturers, I have
seen firsthand the importance of what AMTIL

does for its members. AMTIL supports the
industry through an ever-expanding offering
of services and initiatives, encouraging
collaboration, information exchange,
representing the interests of manufacturing
technology suppliers and users within
the precision engineering and advanced
manufacturing sector. Automated Solutions
Australia is a proud member of AMTIL and I
am looking forward to serving its members
through this role.
For more on AMTIL and to read the latest
edition of AMT Magazine, head to their
website amtil.com.au

LAMINEX
A STORY OF
MANUFACTURING
INNOVATION

Laminex has been an iconic Australian brand for over 85 years.
Growing from a small tin shed in suburban Melbourne fabricating
insulating sheeting for electrical circuit boards, it has evolved to
the large-scale operation it is today with multiple manufacturing
plants right across Australia. The company is known for its
longstanding expertise as a leading manufacturer in top quality
decorative surfaces, and the company’s success can be attributed
to an ongoing focus on product and manufacturing innovation.
Throughout its history, Laminex has
continually adapted, reinvesting in the
skills, safety, performance, and capacity
of its plants through new equipment,
training and development. The company’s
evolution began following World War 2
when founder Robert Sykes began to look
to adapt his techniques to make new
products. He traveled to the USA to research
the fabrication of decorative laminates and
began producing Australia’s first interior
décor product range in the late 1940’s.
With Australia’s cities booming, new
house builds burgeoning and the need to
produce affordable furniture escalating,
Sykes’ foresight to innovate was astute. He
established the Cheltenham factory in 1952
and installed a cutting-edge hydraulic press
to enable quicker production and expansion
of the product range to meet market demand
and improve returns.
The quest to improve and streamline
production continues today. Product
quality and consistency is paramount
and is carefully monitored throughout the
manufacturing process from raw materials to
finished product. These days, production is
aided by robotics, and Automated Solutions

Australia partnered with Biesse Australia
to provide Laminex Australia significant
benefits through an automated system
designed to improve throughput.
For this specific opportunity Laminex
was looking for a highly versatile solution
to handle varying load sizes including a
full panel or a steel sheet, smaller panel
configurations and all the cut panel
configurations.
ASA installed an automated manufacturing
cell employing a Fanuc R2000iC/270F robot
complete with a vacuum gripper enabling it
to perform multiple operations. To extend the
robots along the X axis, the cell includes a floor
mounted rail incorporating a servo drive motor
controlled by the robot, caterpillar track to allow
the cables and hoses to move with the robot and
a robot carriage plate for mounting the robot.
The cell controller incorporates an Allen
Bradley PLC, a PILZ safety PLC and Ignition
HMI. The PLC is programmed to interface to
a highly functional operator control station
and diagnostic terminal for the cell, as
well as monitoring the cell safety devices
and machine access door interlocks using
specialty safety I/O cards connected to the
overall control system.

In addition to a long reach of 2655mm,
the Fanuc R2000iC/270F robot also has a
large payload of up to 270kg, boosting its
flexibility and enabling it to handle a full
panel or a steel sheet, and also the smaller
panel configurations with suction cups
for all of the cut panel configurations. The
robot is also able to tilt panels for operator
inspection of the underside in the infeed
area. Depending upon the stage of operation
and the operators determination of the panel
quality, the robot returns the panel back
onto the infeed conveyor to head into the
trimming facility, it is then either stored as
accumulation stock or it can be rejected.
This facility allows Laminex to offer cut to
size panels to the customer, from 600 x
600mm in 300mm increments, up to a size
of 1800 x 3600mm.
A reject panel is one that for whatever reason,
has been pressed with a visual blemish. By
handling the panels with the robot rather than
the moving them by conveyor, the boards are
inspected firstly on the top surface prior to
being flipped and tilted by the robot for close
inspection on the underside of the panel.
The robot services the inspection area, a
panel storage that can hold many hours of
production, and the outfeed area.
The storage area can store and retrieve
panels from a storage area allowing for
storage or rejected panels and incomplete
batches. The scheduling software managed
by Biesse and Laminex can continue to feed
the saw from the incoming production press
or from the storage area when the press is
stopped. In the event that the saw is stopped
for cleaning and servicing, the press can
Continued next page

“We have been really pleased with the type and functionality of the robot that was chosen for our
project. It has multiple options for picking up and stacking different size panels to meet current and
future requirements of our customers.
The service from Pat and his technician Ben throughout the whole process from installation,
commissioning and after sales care has been tremendous. We have had a couple of minor changes or
updates we wanted to implement and we have always received prompt service with a great outcome. I
would not hesitate to recommend the team at ASA for any future automation requirements.”
Geoff Hanrahan, Manufacturing Manager – HPL

continue to operate with panels being sent to
the storage bays.
Panels that have been trimmed in the saw
are picked from the outfeed conveyor by the
robot and stacked perfectly onto outfeed
pallets ready to be strapped and shipped.
The saw removes sharp and messy edges
from the panels prior to handling and the
robot removes the challenge of handling
panels which weigh up to 180kg per piece
all within the cycle time of the press that
produces the panels.

The main benefit to Laminex of this
automated process is the increased quality
and throughput they’ve achieved. Eliminating
manual handling and servicing the inspection
area robotically has provided a significant
reduction in the time and effort required to
process the panels whilst improving quality
control.
The successful results achieved by this
automation has meant the cell is now just
another step in the process that delivers

world’s best decorative surfaces from
Australia to the world.
As further testament to their success story,
in 2018 Laminex was recognised in the
Architecture and Design annual survey as
the eighth most “Top Trusted Brand”, as well
as being voted the number 1 top trusted
brand in the Laminates, Solid Surfaces and
Veneers category. These accolades indicate
how the brand leads the way within the
industry demonstrating social, safety, and
environmental responsibility.

ROBOT IN FOCUS
Robot in Focus R-2000ic/210R and 270F
One of the most successful FANUC robots series to date are the
R-2000ic group of robots, designed as a great all-rounder for use in
materials handling and spot-welding applications. These robots can
handle almost any gripper or welding gun. We take a closer look at
the 210R and 270F versions of this robot, which Automated Solutions
Australia has chosen for numerous customer applications. Designed
specifically for heavy payload applications and versatility on the
factory floor, the R-2000ic series robots have established themselves
as market leaders in performance and system uptime.
R-2000ic/210R
The R-2000ic/210R is a six axis, rack mounted robot with an enforced J3
arm, giving it the highest payload of any Fanuc robot mounted this way,
up to a huge 270kg. With an enviable reach of 3095mm, this robot has an
enormous amount of flexibility and is designed to save valuable factory
floor space. Designed for high load applications across many industries,
you can find the R2000 series robots in aerospace, logistics, machine
tooling, food and beverage, automotive and general industry applications.
R-2000ic/270F
With a payload of up to 270kg and a 6-axis system, the R-2000ic/270F
robot can handle even the heaviest of tools with ease. With through
wrist cabling and a more compact design, this robot can fit into the
tightest of workspaces. More energy efficient than its predecessors,
this space saving robot combines high speed acceleration with strength
resulting in vastly improved cycle times. The R-2000ic/270F really

comes into its own in spot welding applications, due to its compactness
and speed. It can also be used for many other manufacturing and
palletising processes. PROFIBUS comes standard with this model, as
well as integrated air and electrical services.
In dust filled environments or facilities which use water within a process,
there are optional protections available. Vision and gripping systems are
part of a wide range of optional upgrades also available on these models.
During normal operations, both robots can reach over the operator
platforms in front of each machine. The operator then has the ability to
inspect progress or take measurements mid cycle. Heavy workpieces
that are manually loaded and often put personnel at increased risk
of occupational health and safety hazard. The R-2000ic series robot
reduces this risk and offers better uptimes, increased cycle times as
well as maximising valuable space on your factory floor.

MEET THE ASA TEAM - ANDY KIRKHAM
What’s been your greatest challenge?
As both a Process and Installation Engineer,
it would have say my greatest challenge
was my 1st project in Korea when we had a
super tight delivery date and after many long
days battling an awkward installation I then
had to switch hats and start to tuning in the
equipment, I literally slept 20 hours solid
after that project was done.
What’s been your most interesting project?
This is a really difficult question, as I had to
think long and hard to nail it down to just
one project. On reflection it would have to
be Hawati Motors located at Ordos, Inner
Mongolia. This project stands out simple
because of its remoteness and cultural
challenges we faced. Some of the local
population have never seen a foreigner
let alone someone with my hair and skin
colouring, but it was truly interesting
because of the friends I made while working
there and the appreciation shown by the
customer whom brought me a set of Chinese
pottery from his home town which I display
proudly on my living room shelf at home.
What’s the best part of your job?

Having been an integral part of the ASA team for almost a decade
now, Andy Kirkham, a senior Process Engineer, has been involved
in numerous plant installations involving robots used for paint,
sealer, welding and materials handling applications in Australia
and across the globe.
Andy, who re-established his base out of
Thailand, joined ASA in 2011 after 20 years’
experience working in the Process and
Maintenance teams at GM Holden Australia
as an Automation Technician, where he
developed and maintained automated
welding sealing and painting processes,
working with both line tracking and vision
base robotic framing systems.
He has a strong background in Mechanical
and Electrical installations and programming
for robotic automation applications with
his primary areas of expertise being Robot
Painting applications, Robot Spot welding,
Machine Tending, Sealer and Adhesive
applications and Robot Polishing.
Andy’s role also includes simulations which
involves determining the requirements

for automation, creating the necessary
modelling and then simulating a virtual
installation using the Fanuc 3D simulation
program, Roboguide or PaintPro, which
explores the entire process, maximizing
efficiencies and troubleshooting the
installation before the installation is
performed.
We asked Andy about his role at ASA.
What’s your favourite robot to work with?
In the painting field it would have to be the
P700, its provides flexibility for the larger
automotive production lines, it has the ability
to deal with all interior exterior application
as well as door and hood opening capability.
It really is the all-round work horse of the
Automotive application industries.

Easy, meeting new people, enjoying different
cultures, seeing the world one automotive
plant at a time. I never dreamt that I would
have been to so many different countries
when I took on this role.
Favourite country you’ve worked in?
Well again not an easy one to answer but I
would say that South Africa was fascinating.
The project well executed and ahead of time,
which gave us the opportunity to enjoy the
Safari parks and swim at the beach. I would
really like to go back for a holiday sometime.
What do you do in your spare time?
In the past I have enjoyed playing
competitive Paint Ball across Australia but
these days I like to Mountain bike when I
am home in Thailand. There are some really
challenging trails I like to ride and having
to watch out for monkeys is something I
thought I would not ever have to say, but
when I not on my trusty bike I am normally
carrying out home improvements or
cooking up a western style dish for half the
neighbourhood and enjoying a few beers with
my family and friends.

ARE ROBOTS REALLY TAKING OUR JOBS?
Written by Michael Boonzaayer – Senior Automation Engineer

Are robots taking our jobs? This is a question I get asked a lot. There seems to be a belief that as
automation of manual tasks increases, robots are replacing people and there are less jobs for those
previously employed in traditional manual labour roles. I would argue that automation actually drives
job creation and that the manufacturing industry is transitioning to a different way of doing things.
Although robots will never replace humans, they do challenge employees to expand their skills and
knowledge into other areas.
Throughout history, there have been
distinctive shifts from manual labour to the
use of technology. Back in the 16th century
all labour was manual labour, but then
came the industrial revolution in the 18th
century and there was a distinct transition
to mechanical manufacturing processes. By
the 20th century it was commonplace to see
robots in vehicle manufacturing. During each
industrial revolution it was just as important
to understand how we organised work as
it was of technological invention. It is true
that as technology transitioned throughout
history, jobs were replaced by machines,
but on the flip side, more jobs were created
by technology. Mankind could never have
predicted how jobs would evolve from the
16th century into modern day manufacturing
and in the same way, I would argue we
cannot foresee what new roles will be created
in the years to come.
In current manufacturing, many employees
whose manual processes are replaced
by automation are often trained with new
skills and find themselves with improved
working conditions and arguably better job
satisfaction. Often those working in manual
labour are tasked with difficult, heavy,
dangerous, dirty, and often repetitive tasks.
With humans in these roles there is a distinct
safety risk for the employee – whether it
be repetitive strain injuries, eye injuries,

musculoskeletal injuries from heavy lifting,
or the breathing of fumes from chemicals,
there are a myriad of ways workers can injure
themselves. By automating these processes,
the employees are better protected from risk,
whilst being challenged to learn new skills in
a much safer working environment.

“ In current manufacturing,
many employees whose
manual processes are
replaced by automation are
often trained with new skills
and find themselves with
improved working conditions
and arguably better job
satisfaction.”
Through the deployment of robots, the
manufacturing industry is achieving
increased productivity through speed,
precision, repeatability, and increased
throughput never before possible with
manual labour. The result is a consistently
high-quality finish for every product

ANNUAL ROBOT SERVICING
Has your Robot had it’s Annual Service?
Call ASA on 1800 ROBOTS to book.
Just like a car needs regular servicing, the same applies to your robots. Your robots work
hard for your business, sometimes operating 24 hours a day for long periods, so annual
servicing of your robots will ensure your FANUC robots remain in optimal condition. Greasing,
battery replacements, checking for excessive wear and measuring back lash ensure motion
repeatability, as well as continuing to provide you with a great consistent outcome for
your manufacturing processes. Annual servicing helps maintain a high level of Mean Time
Between Failures (MTBF), as well as potentially forecasting issues that may be developing.

produced. Once programmed, robots can
quickly change programs or alter a product
design without the need to train all staff in
the new process. Now, you could argue that
the robot has taken the job of the manual
labourer by completing all of these processes
in their place, but remember, new jobs have
also been created. Programmers, robot
technicians, work cell operators, control
engineers just to name a few. These roles did
not exist before robotic automation.
By increasing productivity, improving
throughput, and eliminating errors,
companies have lower overheads, greater
profits and more money to spend. This
increase in revenue means they can afford
to hire new staff, or even expand their
operations, often meaning there will be new
jobs created in the process.
So, although robots are replacing some
jobs, many more jobs are being created in
their place. I believe it is just the way the
industrial revolution is evolving over time and
workers need to learn to adapt and learn the
new skills needed for the future. Robots are
producing the speed, precision, repeatability,
and increased throughput not possible
before in a manual process. Automation
is protecting workers from hazardous
environments and challenging workers to
upskill and by being stimulated in these new
roles, have better job satisfaction.

DELIVERING TOMORROW’S SOLUTIONS, TODAY
ASA is a privately owned, wholly Australian company specialising in the
design, engineering and integration of flexible automation solutions for the
Australian manufacturing sector.

Whether your application is pick and place, palletising, packaging, part transfer or assembly, the
development of a robotic solution offers significant benefits in almost any industry that is operating
at high levels of throughput.
•
•
•
•

Achieve uninterrupted speed, saving valuable production time.
Achieve maximum repeatability, reliability and accuracy
Lower costs versus manual labour
Eliminate health and safety risks related to repetitive, tiring or dangerous operations

Contact ASA for more information or visit our website
automatedsolutions.com.au

1800 ROBOTS (1800 762 687)

1800 ROBOTS (1800 762 687)
for 24 hours a day robot support
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